EMAIL COMMENTS

Design team:
cferguson@sraity.org

Council members:
Go to
www.sraity.org

Courthouse Square Info:
sraity.org/CHS

- Trees were planted for a reason
- Don't remove trees for parking lots
- This is not a federal好事 badly focused
- Relocating tree is not what we want
- Making two a strategy then
- Mind has been changed, SW/SE
- 13 is best, this is not perfect
- It's in the sand-buried dirt along streets, 0.5
- Like SRO, historical, virgin
- What people in S.R. want to
- Need current sound barrier
- This is my town, & what do you
- Somewhere, great, not what is there
- Preserve the that can be saved.

- KEEP TRAFFIC OUT OF SQUARE
- TREES BELONG TO US
- LIKE SINGLE LANE
- SAMPA ROSA IS SAFE
- PKS ON SQUARE IS SAME
- TIMELINE IS SHORT
- DO EFFORTFULLY IN TIME
- DEPRESSED TO CUT TREES NOW
- NEW TREES DO NOT REPLACE
- MOISTURE, OR SUSTAINABILITY, DONT
- USE MODERN TOOLS
- MOVE COURSE, SORTER
- POTENTIALLY ON GROK WILL
- CSTM MATCH TOOLS
- LIGHT IS TERRY
- NO PERMANENT MACHINES
- RESPECT HERITAGE TREES
- BUFFER 3RD ST. MORE
- USE DURABLE, NLandro P.N.

- APPROPRIATE PLANT TIMELINE
- DONT NEED THINGS AT END OF TREES
- BOOKED GROUNDS SHOULD BE ENRICO
- THIS ISmaids EMPIRE
- +600 MAGIC, MADE FROM THOUGHTS
- CONSIDER THAT MORE TRAFFIC CONSTRUCTION WILL RESULT
- TRYING TO INCREASE 40% FOR 20 YEARS
- NEED PLACE FOR CHILDREN TO PLAY
- WHY NO OPTION & NO STREET IN SAME SIZES
- APPROPRIATE CONFERENCE, ONE OPTION
- SEARCHING, IMPORTANT - INCLUDE Y LIGHTING PRAGUE - POOLING STAGE DON'T BE FROWN SUN
- VIEW MONDAY 3RD ST
- DON'T AGREE THAT STAGE AT 30% NOT GOOD
- RILEY NORTH EAST CHANGE DESIGNS
- KEEP SWAN, WIDEN
- ROWS WERE WHERE A Ton People
- Minor ones main house/groundency
- NOT SHARING SQUARES
- WEST SIDE OF SQ IS DEAD ZONE
- WEST SIDE OF SQ IS DEAD ZONE
- THIS IS THE PLEAS DESIGN WAS
- KNOCKED OUT IN YEARS
- WHY DO WE NEED TO REMOVE TREES FOR GROUNDS & PARKING
- TREES BELONG TO ALL OF US
- ENSURING PLAZA IS BREATHE - DON'T CHANGE
- 3 DESIGNS TO SIMILAR
- IM GONNA LAUGH AT CRAP
- LIKE SINGLE LANE
- DON'T LIKE LIGHTING BORDERS
- 11 PKS TREES UNDER WATER BEING REMOVED W/PARK
- TAKEFORS TO SQUARE - NEED MORE TIME
- TAKEFORS TO SQUARE
- * STAMPA IN BOTTLE NOT GOOD
- NEED PARITIES
- LAWN WILL NOT WORK
- NEED SPACE FOR TEMP ART
- LIGHT TANGENT TO PUBLIC (DISTINCT FROM ART)
- GROW DOWN - DON'T REMOVE TREES
- CUTOVER DURING - WILL IT BE ENRICO
- CUTOVER PRICES ON BOTH SIDS
- STAGE SHOULD BE AT NORTH END
trees were planted for a reason
- don't remove trees for parking lots
- this is not pedestrian main drive (kennedy
- mendocino ave has hurt our town,
  moving two a better plan,
- mind like been changed, r.w. w/decid.
  is best, this not forest
- 16 st. in sacramento died when
  streets removed,
- like streets, lighting, uplighting,
- want people in s.r. want to
  proud current square depressing
- this is my town & want to see
  something great, not what is there
- preserve r.w. that can be saved.
Email comments

Design team: cferguson@sraicity.org

Councilmembers:
Go to www.sraicity.org

Courthouse Square Info:
sraicity.org/CHS
- Process is flawed & backward
- Thought a city was designing Ped. Mall
- Parking & Streets too wide
- Mendocino Ave thru middle was mistake
- Mind changed - plan going in right direction
  - Keep some RWDS, add other trees, reunite
- Hard scape in center good
- Want people to come to S/R
- Need good change
- RWDS are calming; important to climate change
- Older RWDS should remain, daughter likes to play around them
- KEEP TRAFFIC OUT OF SQUARE
- TREES BELONG TO US
- LIKE SINGLE LANE
- SANTA ROSA IS SAFE
- PKGs ON SQUARE IS SAME AS ONE BLOCK OF LIN

- TIMELINE IS SHORT - CAN'T DO EFFECTIVELY IN THIS TIME - BE READY TO CUT TREES NOW
- NEW TREES DO NOT REPLACE MATURE OR SUSTAINABILITY, DON'T CUT MATURE TREES
- MORE CURVES, SOFTER FOOT TRAFFIC ON GRASS WILL CREATE PATH
- LIGHT IS PRINCIPAL
- NO PERMANENT STRUCTURES
- RESPECT HERITAGE TREES
- BUFFER 3RD ST: MORE
- BUBANK NAMED R.W. EMPIRE

- IMP. DECORATING CIVIC SPACE IS MOST IMP.
- WORK W/ WHAT IS HERE MORE - LESS PARKING, MORE PKG
- BIRDS & BATS USE TREES YEAR ROUND
- NEED MORE TREE
- SP. CITY FOR USAGE NOT FOR LIVING
- CARBON ANALYSIS IS NOT ADEQUATE IN E.I.R
- PEOPLE APPRECIATE NOT PKG
- LIKE HISTORIC PARK & C.H. SQUARE KEE
- LIKE OPTION B: DESIGN TEAM HEARD COMM
- NEED COMPROMISE
- KEEP R.U. ON EDGE
- USE SEATING @ BASE FEATURES
- LIKE TREES, BUT NOT
- KEEP MAINTAINED
- ADD INTERACTIVE C.
OUT OF SQUARE

-LINK TO VS

LANE

IS SAFE

SAME IS SAME

LACK OF 13TH

IS SHORT. CAN'T

SAME IN THIS TIME

CUT TREES NOW

DO NOT REPLACE

SUSTAINABILITY, DON'T

GROW, SUFFER

IGN GRASS WILL

H.

HANIC-

NOT STRUCTURES

HERE

HERITAGE TREES

3RD ST.
MORE

-BIRDS & BATS USE

TREES YEAR ROUND

-NEED MORE TIME

-S.R. CITY FOR USINGS

NOT FOR LIVING,

-CARBON ANALYSIS NOT

ADEQUATE IN E.I.R.

-PEOPLE APPRECIATE R.W.

NOT DGW

-LIKE HISTORIC PART OF

C.H. SQUARE KEEP HISTORY

-LIKE OPTION B & DESIGN

TEAM HEARD COMMENTS

-NEED COMPROMISE ON TREES

-KEEP R.W. ON EAST LIKE "A"

-USE SEATING @ BASE OF LIGHT

-FEATURES

-LIKE TREES, BUT HAVE SAME GUES

-KEEP MAINTAINED

-ADD INTERACTIVE WATER

APPRECIATE FAST TIMELINE

-DON'T NEED PARKING AT EXT

-IN BUDS

-SEQUESTERED CARBON SHOULD

-THE IS RWU EMPIRE

-WONDERMENT, MAGIC, AWESOME

-CONCERN THAT MORE TRAFFIC

-TRYING TO REUNITE SQ FOR

-NEED PLACE FOR CHILDREN

-WHY NO OPTION W/ NO STAGE

-APPRECIATE COMPROMISE,

-SEATING IMPORTANT

-HOW DO WIDE A LINES WORK

-VIEW BARRIER AT 3RD ST

-DON'T AGREE THAT STAGE

-R.W. DON'T BELONG, D.T.

-KEEP STAGE @ 3RD

-RWD HAVE BEEN

-FEWER CARS WHEN

-NOT SHOPPING SH

-WEST SIDE OF SH

-NEED TO RESTORE

-THERE OF R W EMPIRE

-WORKED FOR H
- Appreciate fast timeline
- Don't need parking at expense of trees
- Sequestered carbon in RWDS should be evaluated
- This is RWD empire
- Wonderment, magic, awe from RWDS
- Concern that more traffic congestion will result
- Trying to reunite sq for 20 yrs
- Need place for children to play
- Why no option w/no streets & save trees
- Appreciate compromise; one option
- Seating important - include 4 lighting features
- How do wide lanes work to allow vehicles
- View barrier at 3rd st
- Don't agree that stage at 3rd not good
- RU, don't belong, D.T. gorgeous, decision instead
- Keep stage @ 3rd
- RWDS have been here longer than people
- Fewer cars when Hinton/exchange existed
- Not shopping square
- West side of sq. is dead zone
- Need to restore vitality & safety
- This type of plaza design has worked for hundreds of years

- Why
- TR
- Ex
- 3
- *
- H1
- -
- Time
- -
- -
- -
- Slow
- Outs
- All
- Oppos
- Stage
- Why do we need to remove trees for streets & parking?
- Trees belong to all of us
- Existing plaza is beautiful - don't change
- 3 designs too similar
  - Giant lawns not sustainable
- Like single lane
  - Don't like lighting elements
- 11 RWD trees being removed being replaced w/more
- Timeframe too short - need more time
- Features - permanent stage shouldn't be facing sun
  - Structures at both ends not good
  - Need curves
  - Lawn will invite worn
  - Level/flat circle
  - Need space for temp art
  - Light features to phallic (distract from art)
- Slow down - don't remove trees
- Outside dining - will it be encouraged
- All 3 plans create tunnel w/traffic views
- Oppose parking on both sides
- Stage should be at north end